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INTRODUCING ON-DEMAND, SANITARY THERMAL WELLNESS TECHNOLOGY

Groundbreaking water-activated mineral energy ensures luxurious thermal wellness
treatments (warm or cold) lasting up to 90 minutes
Spa Revolutions' engineers have recently patented a breakthrough system of four, water-activated thermaBliss®
ChargesTM one cooling, that enhance treatments across all areas of spa, beauty, and wellness while eliminating the
need for electrical appliances.
With roots fifteen years long in the spa and salon industry, the innovative company bringing the patented mineral
energy technology to market, has already revolutionized paraffin and heated massage with self-heating and cooling,
PerfectSense Paraffin® and thermaBliss® StonesTM/Shells®.
The power of thermal wellness technology comes in portable, lightweight, appliance-free stick packs that impacts
other industries beyond wellness, health, including food service and delivery, outdoor and on the go as well as
medical and military. It offers game-changing levels of thermal enhanced treatments to mobile spa operators - the
fastest-growing segment of the spa industry, which serves hotel services, in-home/VIP, special events and corporate
wellness programs.
All thermaBliss Charges (Level 1.0 Body, Level 2.0 Body, Facial Blend, and Glacial Blend) activate with standard tap
water anywhere on planet earth to create professional thermal wellness applications lasting 90+ minutes.
thermaBliss Charge technology delivers cost-effective, on-demand, portable heat featuring: '
● Thermal Wellness Applications lasting up to 90 minutes
● Sustained mineral energy activated instantly with water
●
No appliance, no battery, electricity-free, flame-free – safe
● Portable, lightweight & compact
● client-exclusive, single-use and sanitary
Enhancement Tools include:
● MASSAGE: thermaBliss Shells/ thermaBliss Stones/Glacial Shells, ThermaHerbal Poultice
● SKINCARE: ThermaFusion Facial Masque, Paraffin Anywhere
● MANI/PEDI: PerfectSense Parrafin, Paraffin Anywhere
● WAXING: Depilatory Anywhere
The recent thermaBliss Charge technology breakthroughs, powered by LavaGel® have facilitated compact,
lightweight stick pack solutions, containing the natural minerals iron, magnesium, and salt for on-demand activation,
onsite with tap water. This innovation has enabled the current dynamic expansion of thermal wellness solutions.
The thermaBliss Collection has been awarded Dermascope Magazine's 2020 Aesthetician's Choice Awards Best
Massage Product and is already embraced by the crème de la crème of the spa marketplace, including marquee
properties such as Cal-a-Vie (Travel+Leisure World #2), prestigious Manhattan Mandarin Oriental, and dozens of
other standard-setting properties. Spa Revolutions' is dedicated to empowering credentialed practitioners who share
their mutual passion for enhancing the client experience. Globally, over 4,000 leading spas, salons, and wellness
centers use thermaBliss thermal wellness enhancements to improve outcomes, delight clients, and increase profits.
###
EDITOR'S NOTE: For more information about Spa Revolutions and to arrange to speak with a company
spokesperson, please contact Nancy Trent or Pamela Wadler at 212-966-0024 or
pam@trentandcompany.com.

